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   An act to amend Section 2790 of, and to add Sections 327 and 381.5
to, the Public Utilities Code, relating to public utilities.

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST

   AB 1393, R. Wright.  Low-income electric and gas customers.
   (1) The Public Utilities Act requires the Public Utilities
Commission to establish a program of assistance to low-income
electric and gas customers, which is referred to as the California
Alternate Rates for Energy or CARE program.
   This bill would require the electric corporations and gas
corporations that participate in the CARE program to administer
low-income energy efficiency and rate assistance programs, as
described, subject to commission oversight.  The bill would require
the administrators of the program to undertake certain functions and
would allow the commission to require these participating
corporations to competitively bid, to the extent practical, service
delivery components of these programs.  The bill would require the
bidding criteria to recognize specified factors, subject to
commission modification.  The bill would make conforming changes.
The bill would set forth the intent of the Legislature regarding
community service providers.
   Because a violation of the act is a crime, this bill would impose
a state-mandated local program by creating new crimes.
   (2) Existing law requires the commission to require an electric or
gas corporation to perform home weatherization services, as defined,
for low-income customers, as determined by the commission.
   This bill would revise the definition of "weatherization."
  (3) The California Constitution requires the state to reimburse
local agencies and school districts for certain costs mandated by the
state.  Statutory provisions establish procedures for making that
reimbursement.
   This bill would provide that no reimbursement is required by this
act for a specified reason.



THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:

  SECTION 1.  Section 327 is added to the Public Utilities Code, to
read:
   327.  (a) The electric and gas corporations that participate in
the California Alternative Rates for Energy program, as established
pursuant to Section 739.1, shall administer low-income energy
efficiency and rate assistance programs described in Sections 739.1,
739.2, and 2790, subject to commission oversight.  In administering
the programs described in Section 2790, the electric and gas
corporations, to the extent practical, shall do all of the following:

   (1) Continue to leverage funds collected to fund the program
described in subdivision (a) with funds available from state and
federal sources.
   (2) Work with state and local agencies, community-based
organizations, and other entities to ensure efficient and effective
delivery of programs.
   (3) Encourage local employment and job skill development.
   (4) Maximize the participation of eligible participants.
   (5) Work to reduce consumers electric and gas consumption, and
bills.
   (b) If the commission requires low-income energy efficiency
programs to be subject to competitive bidding, the electric and gas
corporation described in subdivision (a), as part of their bid
evaluation criteria, shall consider both cost-of-service criteria and
quality-of-service criteria.  The bidding criteria, at a minimum,
shall recognize all of the following factors:
   (1) The bidder's experience in delivering programs and services,
including, but not limited to, weatherization, appliance repair and
maintenance, energy education, outreach and enrollment services, and
bill payment assistance programs to targeted communities.
   (2) The bidder's knowledge of the targeted communities.
   (3) The bidder's ability to reach targeted communities.
   (4) The bidder's ability to utilize and employ people from the
local area.
   (5) The bidder's general contractor's license and evidence of good
standing with the Contractors' State License Board.
   (6) The bidder's performance quality as verified by the funding
source.
   (7) The bidder's financial stability.
   (8) The bidder's ability to provide local job training.
   (9) Other attributes that benefit local communities.
   (c) Notwithstanding subdivision (b), the commission may modify the
bid criteria based upon public input from a variety of sources,
including representatives from low-income communities and the program
administrators identified in subdivision (b), in order to ensure the
effective and efficient delivery of high quality low-income energy
efficiency programs.
  SEC. 2.  Section 381.5 is added to the Public Utilities Code, to
read:
   381.5.  It is the intent of the Legislature to protect and
strengthen the current network of community service providers by
doing the following:



   (a) Directing that any evaluation of the effectiveness of the
low-income energy efficiency programs shall be based not solely on
cost criteria, but also on the degree to which the provision of
services allows maximum program accessibility to quality programs to
low-income communities by entities that have demonstrated performance
in effectively delivering services to the communities.
   (b) Ensuring that high quality, low-income energy efficiency
programs are delivered to the maximum number of eligible participants
at a reasonable cost.
  SEC. 3.  Section 2790 of the Public Utilities Code is amended to
read:
   2790.  (a) The commission shall require an electrical or gas
corporation to perform home weatherization services for low-income
customers, as determined by the commission under Section 739, if the
commission determines that a significant need for those services
exists in the corporation's service territory, taking into
consideration both the cost effectiveness of the services and the
policy of reducing the hardships facing low-income households.
   (b) (1) For purposes of this section, "weatherization" may
include, where feasible, any of the following measures for any
dwelling unit:
   (A) Attic insulation.
   (B) Caulking.
   (C) Weatherstripping.
   (D) Low flow showerhead.
   (E) Waterheater blanket.
   (F) Door and building envelope repairs that reduce air
infiltration.
   (2) The commission shall direct any electrical or gas corporation
to provide as many of these measures as are feasible for each
eligible low-income dwelling unit.
   (c) "Weatherization" may also include other building conservation
measures, energy-efficient appliances, and energy education programs
determined by the commission to be feasible, taking into
consideration for all measures both the cost effectiveness of the
measures as a whole and the policy of reducing energy-related
hardships facing low-income households.
  SEC. 4.  No reimbursement is required by this act pursuant to
Section 6 of Article XIIIB of the California Constitution because the
only costs that may be incurred by a local agency or school district
will be incurred because this act creates a new crime or infraction,
eliminates a crime or infraction, or changes the penalty for a crime
or infraction, within the meaning of Section 17556 of the Government
Code, or changes the definition of a crime within the meaning of
Section 6 of Article XIIIB of the California Constitution.
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short-list of highest ranking bidders.  This will help to ensure that final contract

negotiations can take place in good faith.

15. Pay-For-Measured Savings

Contractors’ Coalition proposes that a portion of each LIEE program be

implemented on the basis of pay-for-measured savings.  Instead of basing the

price upon measures installed, under this approach contractors would be paid

based on measured energy savings achieved in the home.  More specifically, the

utility would pre-specify the expected bill savings per home, and contractors

would agree to achieve those savings at a fixed price per unit of savings, based

on measured performance.  (Exh. 14, pp. 75-78; RT at 1149-1157.)  Utilities and

other parties oppose this proposal, arguing that it would unduly emphasize cost

considerations over performance quality.  In particular, LIAB expresses concerns

that pay-for-measured savings mechanisms could result in less-profitable

measures not being installed and less homes weatherized overall for the same

program dollars.

In Res. E-3586, we deferred consideration of this issue, along with the issue

of competitive bidding for SoCal, due to uncertainties over the future of

administration for the low-income energy efficiency program.  (Res. E-3586,

pp. 30-31.)  Those uncertainties have been eliminated with the passage of

AB 1393, which directs that utilities continue to administer these programs.  It is

therefore appropriate and timely to consider Contractors’ Coalition’s proposal in

this proceeding.

We find considerable appeal in the concept of paying contractors based on

bill savings, rather than solely on the number and type of measures installed in

each home.  As discussed above, focusing on measure installations as verified by

inspections is really a proxy for a major goal of the Commission and the
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Legislature for this program:  meaningful bill savings for the low-income

customer.  It is reasonable to initiate a pilot to implement and test an approach

that directly measures the achievement of this goal.  Moreover, in our Annual

Earnings Assessment Proceeding we have established protocols for measuring

energy efficiency savings that may be utilized for this purpose.

Recognizing that some measurement and evaluation protocols can be

complex and time-consuming, and therefore expensive to implement on a pilot

basis, we direct the utilities to work with stakeholders, particularly CBOs, in the

development of this aspect of the pilot design.  The goal should be to enhance

our ability to directly demonstrate bill savings for low-income customers

through energy usage reductions.  As discussed in Section 8 above, this goal is

consistent with one of the major objectives articulated by the Legislature and by

this Commission.

In addition, the utilities in construction of their pilots should be mindful of

the possibility that extended withholding of payment for installed measures may

affect the financial viability of participating contractors, if measurement and

evaluation protocols require such payment schedules.  Consultation between

utilities and stakeholders, especially CBOs, in the design of the pilot should

address this issue specifically.

We believe that LIAB’s concerns over potential reductions in homes served

by the program can be addressed in the pilot program design.  With regard to the

issue of less-profitable measures not being installed, we are not convinced that

this is a problem per se, if the pilot requires certain measures to be installed (e.g.,

the measures listed under Pub. Util. Code § 2790 (b)(1)) and/or additional

measures are installed that produce measurable bill savings.  This issue should

be further discussed and considered in the development of the pilot design.
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In their comments on the proposed decision, several parties argue against

implementing a pilot program due to concerns over pilot design or recommend

that the Commission address specific program design issues prior to pilot

implementation.  Further delay in testing the concept of basing payments to LIEE

installation contractors based on actual measured savings is unwarranted.  We

believe that the concerns raised by parties in their testimony and comments on

the proposed decision can and should be addressed through the pilot design

process discussed below.  We expect parties to work together productively to

develop meaningful pilots that enable us to evaluate the potential of

incorporating measured savings into the payment structure for contractors

working on LIEE programs, irrespective of whether they were selected via

competitive bidding or other outsourcing means.

Accordingly, we direct the utilities to implement and evaluate a pay-for-

measured savings pilot for their PY2002 LIEE programs.  The pilot size should be

meaningful, covering a specific geographic region in each utility’s service

territory, but we will limit it to no more than 10% of the utility’s program in

terms of the number of units treated.  The pilot may be conducted in conjunction

with a competitive bid or may be proposed in conjunction with a different

outsourcing approach.  Under one approach, we envision that the utility would

estimate the savings per home it expects to achieve under the program, and

allow contractors the opportunity to bid (or negotiate) a price for which they

would get paid on the basis of savings achieved.

The utility and contractor should agree on measurement protocols that are

consistent with those we have already adopted in the Annual Earnings

Assessment Proceeding (AEAP), or with modifications thereto that we approve

for the purpose of this pilot.  In order to ensure the necessary public debate, we

will require that proposals to modify the AEAP measurement protocols for this
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pilot be discussed in the public workshops described below prior to submission

to the Commission.  Proposed modifications that have been discussed in the

public workshops may be presented in the utility pilot program applications and

parties’ responses to those applications.  We expect all interested parties to

actively participate in those workshops.

In order to have sufficient time to evaluate the pilot proposals in time for

implementation in the PY2002 program cycle, the utilities should file applications

describing their proposed pay-for-measured savings pilots no later than

February 1, 2001.  Between now and then, we expect the utilities to jointly hold

public workshops to discuss pilot design.  In particular, the utilities should

obtain input from those contractors and utilities in other states that have

implemented a pay-for-measured savings approach.  The utility proposals

should include a schedule for pilot program evaluation, and the evaluation

criteria to be used.  The proposals should include the estimated cost of the pilot,

including measurement and evaluation necessary to pay contractors.  We expect

the utilities to coordinate closely with each other and staff from the Energy

Division, in developing the pilots, so that the pilot designs and evaluation

approaches are standardized.  At their option, the utilities may file a joint

application rather than separate applications in submitting their proposals.

16. Customer Lists, Confidentiality

PG&E routinely provides lists of potentially eligible participants

(including customers that participate in the CARE program) to its LIEE

contractors, subject to confidentiality agreements.  SCE promotes the LIEE

program to CARE participants through direct mailings, and only forwards

customer information to their contractors if the CARE participant requests
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participation in the LIEE program.  SCE, SoCal, and SDG&E encourage their

contractors to locate eligible participants through independent means.

PG&E states that its approach has worked successfully in the past.

Contractors’ Coalition, LIAB, and Latino Issues Forum recommend that the

southern California utilities also release CARE customer lists to LIEE contractors
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 contracts will not be considered in the bid evaluation process, up to the selection

of a short-list of highest ranking bidders.

23. LIEE programs should be expected to achieve measurable bill savings to low-

income customers.  To this end, paying LIEE contractors on the basis of savings

achieved for low-income households may be an improvement over the current

practice of paying contractors based solely on the number and type of measures

installed in each home.  This approach should be explored on a pilot basis, as

described in today’s decision.

24. Utilities should provide LIEE contractors with lists of eligible (including

CARE) customers, subject to confidentiality agreements.  This information

should be provided to the contractor, at cost, provided that:  (1) the contractor

has documented its need for such records based on the specifics of its program

implementation or marketing plan and (2) appropriate security arrangements

have been made that will protect the confidentiality of these records.  The

utilities shall negotiate with contractors the specific procedures for (1) releasing

customer records (without prior customer consent), (2) contacting the customer

with program information, and (3) ensuring confidentiality of customer-specific

information.  Utility customer information received through this process may be

used only for PGC-funded programs and purposes.  The use of utility customer

information for purposes other than PGC-funded programs and purposes may

result in penalties.  Including, but not limited to revocation of contractor’s or

subcontractor’s ability to participate in PGC-funded efforts.

25. As described in this decision, SDG&E and SoCal should clarify whether or not

carbon monoxide testing activities (under CAS or any other program name) are

being funded in whole or in part with LIEE funds, and should remove these costs

from the LIEE program budgets immediately.

26. The Commission does not have jurisdiction over contractor licensing issues.
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27. Consistent with the provisions of Pub. Util. Code § 327(b)(5), all bidders and

LIEE contractors in general should be in good standing with the CSLB.  As

discussed in this decision, the utilities should file a report that demonstrates

compliance with California’s licensing requirements.

FINAL ORDER

IT IS ORDERED that:

1. Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E), San Diego Gas & Electric

Company (SDG&E), Southern California Edison Company (SCE) and Southern

California Gas Company (SoCal), collectively referred to as “the utilities,” shall

outsource their low-income energy efficiency (LIEE) program functions during

Program Year (PY) 2000 and PY2001, and prepare for the PY2002 planning cycle

as follows:

a. If PG&E, SDG&E, SCE or SoCal elects to outsource the prime contractor
function, then inspections  should be retained in-house.  If the prime
contractor function is performed in-house, inspections should be
outsourced with the exceptions described below.

b. At this time, SoCal may continue its current practice of retaining in-
house both the prime contractor function and furnace
repair/replacement inspections.  This issue shall be revisited during the
PY2002 program planning cycle.  Between now and then, SoCal is
directed to explore with interested parties the feasibility of providing
specialized training and outsourcing with third parties to provide these
inspection services.  In addition, we do not expect PG&E to outsource
inspection functions during the interim period (e.g., six months) when
LIEE administration is temporarily handled in-house.  However,
should PG&E elect to retain the prime contractor role in-house, and not
outsource that function, PG&E should outsource inspections on an
expedited basis.
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c. The utilities may continue their current roles in providing LIEE training
for PY2000 and PY2001.  However, this issue shall be revisited during
the PY2002 program planning cycle.

d. As discussed in this decision, the standardization project coordinated
by the Commission’s Energy Division, in consultation with the
Assigned Commissioner in Rulemaking (R.) 98-07-037, shall further
standardize LIEE program policies and procedures for PY2001 and
PY2002.

e. In preparation for their PY2002 LIEE applications, PG&E and SoCal (on
behalf of SoCal’s and SCE’s programs) shall document their in-house
training costs and training requirements for the LIEE program.  This
information shall be used as a benchmark for the utility’s presentation
and review of proposals from other market entities that can also
provide training to LIEE installation contractors, either at the utilities’
training facilities (i.e., renting them as needed) or in other facilities and
locations.  In its PY2002 LIEE application, SDG&E shall submit to the
Commission a breakdown of its current outsourced training costs for
the LIEE program, and projected costs for PY2002.

f. As described in today’s decision, the utilities, in coordination with the
Energy Division, shall jointly conduct public workshops to develop,
explain, and obtain feedback on (1) their calculations of current training
costs, and (2) how best to obtain comparison cost information from
other market entities.  These costs are to be presented during the
PY2002 program review on a standardized, consistent basis.

g. As described in today’s decision, utilities that outsource via competitive
bidding shall obtain additional public input and coordinate with each
other and the Energy Division, with the objective of developing more
consistency in their competitive bid practices for PY2002, including
contract language.  As part of their PY2002 program applications, the
utilities shall jointly file a report on these efforts.

h. Utilities shall not establish quotas or set-asides for any particular type
of organizational entity in their competitive outsourcing process.
PG&E or any other utility who chooses to articulate a goal for
community-based organization (CBO) participation in a competitive
bid shall include language to clarify that the goal requires  good faith
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efforts by the contractor, but is not a mandatory provision that can
bring upon the contractor penalties for breach of contract.

i. Utilities shall not require that bidders demonstrate a minimum number
of years providing weatherization services to low-income communities
in a specific geographic location, such as the utility’s service territory.
In addition to other factors, the utilities shall consider in their bid
evaluation process the bidder’s experience in providing energy
efficiency services outside of the utility’s service territory, or to non-low
income program participants.

j. Utilities shall establish bid evaluation criteria consistent with the goals
of this Commission and the Legislature.  Utilities may reveal the
relative scoring and weighting of those criteria to potential bidders
prior to bid submission, at the utility’s discretion.  However, in any
event, the utilities shall provide this information to bidders, upon
written request, after the bid selection process has been completed.

k. Utilities shall negotiate final contract terms with all LIEE contractors in
good faith.  No contract provision or utility action shall restrict a
contractor from discussing in a public forum (e.g., workshop, hearing,
the Low-Income Advisory Board (LIAB) meeting) any aspect of the
LIEE program that is non-proprietary and non-confidential.  The
utilities should clearly state in their RFPs that proposed changes to their
sample contracts will not be considered in the bid evaluation process,
up to the selection of a short-list of highest ranking bidders.

2. The utilities shall implement and evaluate a pay-for-measured savings

pilot for their PY2002 LIEE programs, as described below:

a. The pilot size shall be limited to no more than 10% of the utility’s
program in terms of the number of units treated.

b. The pilot may be conducted in conjunction with a competitive
bid or may be proposed in conjunction with a different
outsourcing approach.  As one approach to the pilot design, the
utility may estimate the savings per home it expects to achieve
under the program, and allow contractors the opportunity to bid
(or negotiate) a price for which they would get paid on the basis
of savings achieved.  Other requirements may be added in the
pilot design, as appropriate.
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c. The utility and contractor shall agree on measurement protocols
that are consistent with those we have already adopted in the
Annual Earnings Assessment Proceeding (AEAP), or with
modifications thereto that we approve for the purpose of this
pilot.  Any proposals to modify the AEAP measurement
protocols for this pilot shall be discussed in the public workshops
described below prior to submission to the Commission.
Proposed modifications that have been discussed in the public
workshops may be presented in the utility pilot program
applications and parties’ responses to those applications.

3. The utilities shall file applications describing their proposed pay-for-

measured savings pilots no later than February 1, 2001, and serve them on the

appearances and state service list in this proceeding and R.98-07-037 or successor

proceeding.  Between now and then, the utilities, in coordination with the Energy

Division, shall jointly hold public workshops to discuss pilot design.  In

particular, the utilities shall obtain input from those contractors and utilities in

other states that have implemented a pay-for-measured savings approach.  The

utility proposals shall include a schedule for pilot program evaluation, and the

evaluation criteria to be used.  They shall also include the estimated cost of each

pilot, including measurement and evaluation necessary to pay contractors.  In

their applications, the utilities shall describe how the proposed pilot design

considers the issues raised by LIAB in this proceeding.  The utilities shall

coordinate closely with each other in developing the pilots, so that the pilot

designs and evaluation approaches are standardized.  At their option, the

utilities may file a joint application rather than separate applications in

submitting their proposals.

4. The utilities shall provide LIEE contractors with lists of eligible (including

the California Alternate Rates for Energy (CARE)) customers, subject to

confidentiality agreements.  This information shall be provided to the contractor,
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at cost, provided that:  (1) the contractor has documented its need for such

records based on the specifics of its program implementation or marketing plan

and (2) appropriate security arrangements have been made that will protect the

confidentiality of these records.  The utilities shall negotiate with contractors the

specific procedures for (1) releasing customer records (without prior customer

consent), (2) contacting the customer with program information, and (3) ensuring

confidentiality of customer-specific information.  Utility customer information

received through this process may be used only for LIEE programs and

purposes.  The use of utility customer information for purposes other than LIEE

programs and purposes may result in penalties, including, but not limited to

revocation of contractor’s or subcontractor’s ability to participate in LIEE

programs.

5. Within 20 days from the effective date of this order, SDG&E and SoCal

shall file an advice letter that clarifies whether or carbon monoxide testing

activities (under a combustion appliance safety (CAS) program or another

program name) are being funded in whole or in part with LIEE funds.  If any

such activities are being funded by LIEE program funds, a revised PY2000

budget removing those costs from program expenditure levels shall be submitted

with the Advice Letter.  SDG&E and SoCal shall recommend a reallocation of

those costs to other LIEE budget categories, subject to our approval by

Resolution.

6. PG&E, SCE, SDG&E and SoCal shall individually or jointly submit a report

that demonstrates the good standing of all of their current LIEE contractors and

subcontractors with California State Licensing Board’s licensing requirements at

the time the contractor or subcontractor (1) submitted a bid (if applicable) to win

the initial or current contract with the utility or prime contractor, or



A Tale of Two DSM Low-Income Residential Performance
Bidding Projects in Oregon

Kevin Bell, Convergence Research
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In 1992, both Portland General Electric Company (PGE) and Pacific Power & Light Company (PP&L)
independently sought to obtain DSM for low-income residential customers by means of competitive bidding
for 3-year ‘‘pay for performance’’ contracts expected to pay about $5 million each. Through competitive
bidding, PGE selected SESCO, Inc.; PP&L chose ECONS, Inc.

The results of the projects are dramatically different.

1. The PGE-SESCO project is saving about 3.7 times as manyex postmeasured first post-retrofit year
kWh per home treated as the PP&L-ECONS project (2822 kWh v 760 kWh).

2. The PGE-SESCO project is achievingex postmeasured savings at a cost of about 2.4 cents per life-
cycle kWh saved (1994 dollars), while the cost of the PP&L-ECONS project, comparably expressed,
is 5.5 cents.

3. The PGE-SESCO project installed a greater variety of measures and substantially more weatherstripping,
caulking, and other building shell infiltration reduction measures, along with more duct measures and
compact fluorescent bulbs.

These differences stem from the design of each utility’s ‘‘pay for performance’’ competitive bidding
approach.

1. The PGE approach rewarded SESCO for:

A. Comprehensive treatments by means of a ‘‘tiered pricing’’ system that offered a higher price for
annual savings in excess of 1200 kWh per house treated;

B. Long-lived actual kWh savings by truing up all initial payments to theex postmeasured results,
primarily to those achieved in the second and third post-retrofit years.

2. The PP&L approach failed to reward ECONS for:

A. Comprehensive treatments by paying a flat amount per kWh saved, regardless of the level of
savings per home treated;

B. Long-lived actual kWh savings by not truing up any of the initial payment (50% of theex ante
estimated savings) to theex postmeasured savings achieved.

Both programs provided energy savings at costs well below the utilities’ other low-income weatherization
programs operated under a ‘‘pay per measure’’ system.

and Pacific Power & Light Company (PP&L), acting inde-INTRODUCTION
pendently, each initiated a competitive bidding approach,
with each utility committing approximately $5 million for

In 1991, the two largest Oregon investor-owned electric expected treatment of about 4000–5000 homes over a 3-
utilities considered new approaches to home weatherizationyear implementation period. This represented about a 5-fold
programs for low-income customers (‘‘low-income weather- increase in annual LIW funding for each utility. Both utilities

also continued their existing LIW programs, operated byization’’ or LIW). Portland General Electric Company (PGE)

A Tale of Two DSM Low-Income Residential Performance Bidding Projects in Oregon - 3.1



community-based organizations, at undiminished levels of out the state. The PP&L service areas east and south of the
Willamette Valley have somewhat harsher climates (colderfunding.
winters and hotter summers) than the Willamette Valley. Of

Both utilities attempted to implement these programs using the homes treated in the PP&L-ECONS project, however,
energy service companies (ESCOs) under a ‘‘pay for perfor- 80% were located in or near the Willamette Valley, which
mance’’ approach, with ultimate payment to the ESCO cal- has relatively mild winters and cool summers. Space heat
culated on the basis ofex postmeasured savings over a requirements there are around 4500 annual heating degree
period of 4–5 years after treatment of each home. days (HDD) and can occur in all months of the year. Residen-

tial cooling loads are negligible.
PGE undertook the program at its own behest. The PP&L
program was mandated as part of a Settlement AgreementThe Pacific Northwest has a legacy of abundant,relatively
of rate case litigation between PP&L and public interest low cost hydroelectric energy, causing a high penetration of
groups, including the Utility Reform Project. Compliance residential electric space and water heating. A combination
with the LIW provisions in the Settlement Agreement is of higher prices for electricity, increased availability of low-
monitored by a 3-person Conservation Panel, with one mem-cost natural gas, and bifurcated energy codes (with more
ber each selected by PP&L, by the Northwest Conservationstringent energy efficiency building codes for new electric-
Act Coalition (NCAC), and by Natural Resources Defense heated residences) have reduced new installations of electric
Council (NRDC). heating. But use of electric heating applications in multifam-

ily and older single-family housing stock in western Oregon
Through competitive bidding, PGE selected SESCO, Inc., remains high. As a result, low-income electrically heated
headquartered in New Jersey; PP&L chose ECONS, Inc., aresidences represent a significant customer service and DSM
Washington company. ECONS later changed its name or resource opportunity.
otherwise assigned the contract to UCONS, Inc., but is
referred to in this paper as ECONS.

RESULTS
Both ESCOs commenced their work in 1993 and completed
treatment of residences in 1995. SESCO treated 4650 homes.Comprehensiveness of Treatments
ECONS treated 2931 homes.Ex postmeasured savings for
the first post-retrofit year (PY 1) are available for the 1139

Both utilities allowed the ESCO to install measures thathomes treated by SESCO in 1993, the 2082 homes treated
the ESCO believed would be cost-effective, limited by theby SESCO in 1994, and all homes treated by ECONs.
utility’s pre-approval of measures and materials for long-
term savings persistence and for safety and customer satis-Although similar on the surface, the two projects differed
faction. Table 1 indicates that the PGE-SESCO projectsignificantly in several respects, including:
installed a wider variety of measures, including several that
were not installed by the PP&L-ECONS project, such as1. comprehensiveness of treatments
compact fluorescent bulbs, outlet and switch gaskets, door
sweeps and thresholds, sash locks, and joist insulation.2. actual savings achieved
SESCO installed caulking and weatherstripping in more
homes (overall 90% v. 28% for ECONS) and applied more3. cost-effectiveness of savings
linear feet of weatherstripping per home treated (300 v. 23
for ECONS). SESCO appeared to direct more attention to4. system for pricing kWh saved
attic penetrations by providing insulation of attic hatches
and pulldowns and sealing attic hatches and other by-passes.5. measurement and verification of savings

While both ESCOs installed floor insulation in about 30%THE UTILITIES
of the homes treated, ECONS installed far more square
footage (870 v. 76) per home than did SESCO; SESCOPGE and PP&L are investor-owned utilities headquartered in
primarily repaired existing floor insulation. ECONS installedPortland, Oregon. PGE sold about 1700 average megawatts
attic insulation more often (51% of homes v. 46% for(MWa) of electricity at retail in 1994, all in northwest Oregon
SESCO) but installed less square footage per treated home(primarily in the Portland and Salem metropolitan areas in
(789 v. 1195 square feet for SESCO), probably because thethe northern Willamette Valley).
homes treated by ECONS were on average significantly
smaller (see Table 9). ECONS installed setback thermostatsPP&L, a subsidiary of PacifiCorp, had Oregon 1994 retail

sales of about 1500 MWa in service areas scattered through- in 11.7% of the homes, while SESCO installed only one.
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Table 1. Measures Installed by ECONS and SESCO

SESCO ECONS

% of Average % of Average
Homes Quantity Homes Quantity

Receiving Where Receiving Where
Units Measure Installed Measure Installed

Lighting Efficiency
compact fluorescent bulbs # 99.6% 5.1

Furnace Efficiency
Duct caulking linear feet 24.3% 69.4
Ducting insulation linear feet 26.9% 54.3 0.4% 74.0
Setback thermostat # 1.0 11.7% 1.0

Water Heating Efficiency
Pipe insulation linear feet 98.8% 48.2 78.0% 3.0
Water heater insulation wrap # 87.1% 1.1 73.9% 1.0
Reset water heater temperature # 42.4% 1.1
Showerheads low-flow # 85.8% 1.6 78.4% 1.1
Aerators # 97.4% 3.3 89.9% 2.1

Building Shell Measures
Attic Insulation square feet 46.0% 1,195.2 51.3% 788.6
Floor Insulation square feet 27.3% 75.6 30.1% 870.1
Wall Insulation square feet 0.9% 874.4
Hatch/Pulldown Insulation square feet 50.2% 7.7
Joist Insulation linear feet 26.0% 95.3
Weatherstripping linear feet 92.2% 300.0 53.5% 23.0
Caulking linear feet 89.8% 433.0 20.6% 342.0
Seal Bypasses # 99.1% 20.9
Outlets Insulation # 98.9% 31.2
Switches Insulation # 98.8% 23.3
Outlet cap # 98.4% 40.4
Sash locks # 90.0% 3.7
Door sweeps # 88.7% 2.6
Range vent sealing # 62.4% 1.0
New door threshold # 43.3% 1.7
Attic hatch seal # 35.8% 1.4
Chimney plug # 28.3% 1.2
Pulley plug # 7.4% 7.6
A/C cover # 6.0% 1.2

Table 2 again shows the percentage of homes treated byActual Savings Achieved
SESCO and ECONS receiving each type of measure, along
with recent percentages from the regular LIW programs The programs were implemented in climate zones that would

appear to offer the PP&L program a greater opportunityfunded by PGE and PP&L and in PGE’s program for all
customers. The utility programs installed large numbers of to achieve energy savings. The PGE-SESCO project was

entirely in the Willamette Valley, near Salem, Oregon, weststorm windows and doors, with less emphasis on water
heating and lighting measures. For comparability to the PGE- of the Cascade Range. The PP&L-ECONS project allowed

ECONS to treat homes in the Willamette Valley, in theSESCO project, which PGE limited to single-family homes,
the PGE data on Table 2 includes only the single-family Umpqua River Valley, and in the Rogue River Valley—all

with similar climate zones—and in the colder reaches easthomes treated.
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Table 2. Percentage of Treated Homes Receiving Each Type of Measure Installed in ESCO and Utility Programs

PGE 1994 PGE 1994 PP&L 1991
SESCO ECONS Low-Income Other Low-Income

Lighting Efficiency
compact fluorescent bulbs 99.6%

Furnace Efficiency
Duct caulking 24.3%
Duct insulation 26.9% 0.4% 16% 4%
Setback thermostat 11.7% 4%

Water Heating Efficiency
Pipe insulation 98.8% 78.0%
Water heater insulation wrap 87.1% 73.9% 25%
Reset water heater temperature 42.4%
Showerheads low-flow 85.8% 78.4%
Aerators 97.4% 89.9%

Building Shell Measures
Attic Insulation 46.0% 51.3% 64% 49% 69%
Floor Insulation 27.3% 30.1% 35% 41% 47%
Wall Insulation 0.9% 21% 20% 21%
Storm Windows or Doors 82% 80% 68%
Hatch/Pulldown Insulation 50.2%
Joist Insulation 26.0%
Weatherstripping 92.2% 53.5% 63% 13% 51%
Caulking 89.8% 20.6% 57% 14% 2%
Seal Bypasses 99.1%
Outlets Insulation 98.9%
Switches Insulation 98.8%
Outlet cap 98.4%
Sash locks 90.0%
Door sweeps 88.7%
Range vent sealing 62.4%
New door threshold 43.3%
Attic hatch seal 35.8%
Ground cover 25% 35%
Chimney plug 28.3%
Pulley plug 7.4%
A/C cover 6.0%

Sources: PGE 1995; PP&L 1994; Reeves 1996a.

of the Cascade Range, around Klamath Falls, Oregon. As Tables 3 shows the available first post-retrofit year (PY 1)
ex postmeasured kWh savings results, as determined byit turned out, 80% of the homes treated by ECONS were in

the Willamette/Umpqua/Rogue valleys. The other 20% of the measurement and verification studies called for in the
contracts between the utilities and the ESCOs. Applyingthe homes, east of the Cascade Range, experienced 80%

higher savings than the ECONS-treated homes in the river uniformly the PRISM methodology specified in the PGE-
SESCO contract and also applied to the PP&L-ECONS datavalleys west of the Cascades and thus raised the overall

average level of savings achieved by ECONS. by the PP&L-ECONS verification contractor, the overall
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Table 3. SESCO and ECONS First Post-Retrofit Year Measured Savings Using Contractual Methodologies

Ex postSavings
per Home (kWh)

BCI Savings-Weighted
Homes PRISM Regression Total PY 1 Average
Treated Method Method Savings (kWh) Measure Lifea

SESCO
1993 Cohort 1,139 3,358 3,824,762

SESCO
1994 Cohort 2,082 2,528 5,263,296

SESCO Total 3,221 2,822 9,088,058 22

ECONS 2,931 760 859 25

Sources: BCI 1996b; WECC 1995; Reeves 1996b, 2–4.
aSavings-weighted average measure life is estimated by the authors, using PP&L-assumed measure lives for both projects.

results in PY 1 kWh saved per home treated are 2822 kWh per home treated by ECONS, or about 12% less overall than
the PP&L-ECONS ‘‘contract’’ method.for SESCO and 760 kWh for ECONS.

Thus, the different measurement methods appeared to pro-The PGE-SESCO contract, signed December 1992, included
duce similar results, if applied to the same data, although thea fully specified method for using a PRISM model to deter-
PGE-SESCO PRISM model produced 12% lower savingsmine ex postmeasured savings, based on utility billing
results than the PP&L-ECONS ‘‘contract’’ method, appliedrecords, local weather data, and utility-selected control
to the same data on homes treated by ECONS.groups. As part of their contract, PGE and SESCO agreed

to hire Wisconsin Energy Conservation Corporation
BCI also applied other methods in its PP&L-ECONS mea-(WECC) as an independent measurement contractor to con-
surement studies, finding that results of its other methodsduct the savings calculations for the program. Because the
would suggest PY 1 savings for about 3.5% higher thanmethod was fully specified in the contract, not allowing
the PP&L-ECONS ‘‘contract’’ method (889 kWh) or 6.8%modifications, the model should produce the same result for
higher than the PGE-SESCO PRISM method (812 kWh).anyone who implements it.
This paper focuses on the most directly comparable results,
those produced by using the same fully-specified PRISM

The PP&L-ECONS contract, signed July 1993, contained model on all of the data.
less specific measurement provisions, requiring only use of
a pooled regression model to be developed later. PP&L laterPGE’s recent study of kWh savings from its 1991 standard
hired Barakat & Chamberlin, Inc. (BCI), with the approval LIW program found PY 1 savings at treated single-family
of ECONS, to develop a specific model. BCI then performed residences averaging 1009 kWh (control group consisting
the measurement studies using the ‘‘contract’’ model and of program non-participants, similar to the control group
its own variants on the model, all using utility billing records, used in the WECC calculations for the PGE-SESCO project)
weather data, and control groups. or 1674 kWh (control group consisting of past program

participants). PGE 1994, Table 4. Based upon this, it appears
For comparison purposes, PP&L also asked BCI to deter- that the PGE-SESCO project is achieving savings between
mine the results of ECONS treatments, using the fully-speci- 70% and 180% higher than PGE’s standard LIW effort.
fied PRISM measurement methodology previously specified
in the PGE-SESCO contract. BCI concluded that the PGE- PP&L’s recent study of kWh savings from its 1990–91

regular LIW program these PY 1 savings:SESCO PRISM method found PY 1 savings of 760 kWh
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(BPA) in the Pacific Northwest experienced such deteriora-
Table 4. PP&L 1990–91 Low-income tion.

Weatherization Program First Post-Retrofit Year
Measured Savings The PGE and PP&L performance pilots were designed to

offset this potential for savings deterioration by requiring
that measurement and payment be stretched over severalSavings per Home (kWh)
years.

PP&L Standard ECONS
Housing Type Program Project

No data on savings beyond the first post-retrofit year (PY
1) for the ECONS project has been made available. ForSingle-family 614 1,093
SESCO, Table 5 shows that the weather-adjusted savings
for the 1993 Cohort Treatment Group of 1139 homesMultifamily 1,138 764
increased by 212 kWh per house (6.4%) in PY 2 v. PY 1.
The 1993 Cohort’s control group, however, experienced aMobile homes 961 1,001
large reduction in weather-adjusted usage (534 kWh), so

Overall 849 889 that the 1993 Cohort’s net savings for payment purposes
was 322 kWh less in PY 2 than in PY 1, a reduction of
9.6%. While this is significantly less than the average yearly

Sources: BCI 1996b, 11 (not using ‘‘contract’’ method); deterioration experienced in similar programs in the same
PP&L 1994, 17. region, a final answer will depend upon the overall PY 2

and PY 3 results.

Cost-Effectiveness of Savings
If we disregard that these studies did not use the same
methodologies, it appears that the PP&L-ECONS project is The PGE-SESCO project produced kWh savings at a sig-
achieving about the same overall savings level (` 5%) as nificantly lower cost than the PP&L-ECONS project.
PP&L’s standard LIW effort. But the ECONS project
appears to be saving 78% more in single-family homes, 33%PGE-SESCO.PGE’s annual payments (for 5 years) to
less in multifamily homes, and 4% more in mobile homes, SESCO are $.074/kWh for Tier 1 savings (the first 1200
compared with the PP&L standard LIW program. kWh per house per year) and $.176/kWh for Tier 2 savings

(all savings in excess of Tier 1). These prices were approxi-
mately equal to 40% and 90%, respectively, of PGE’sSavings Persistence
avoided cost. PGE’s first such performance payment occurs
after verification of PY 1ex postmeasured savings by theIn several studies, residential weatherization savings have
independent contractor, WECC, or on average 22 monthstended to drop significantly after the first post-retrofit year.
after SESCO has installed the measures. PGE then repeatsFigure 1 indicates that the savings in the weatherization
the payment annually for the following 4 years (post-retrofitprogram funded by the Bonneville Power Administration
months 35, 47, 59, and 71) but not for any subsequent years.
Thus, on average, SESCO receives its payment for a treated

Figure 1. BPA Residential Weatherization Program Savings home about 4 years (47 months) following treatment.
Persistence.

To reduce financing costs, PGE pays SESCO $450 per
treated house (within 45 days after invoicing), which SESCO
must repay to PGE out of PY 1 and PY 2 payments due to
SESCO for theex postmeasured savings. If the PY 1 and
PY 2 savings do not equal a credit of at least $450, SESCO
must repay the $450, with interest.

Table 6 shows the resulting payment stream to SESCO,
assuming that the PY 1 average savings for all 3 annual
cohorts remains at the 2822 kWh level demonstrated by the
1993 and 1994 Cohorts and that there is no deterioration in
savings during PY 2 and PY 3. The result is an overall
payment in 1994 dollars (discounted at an 8% discount rate

Sources:BPA 1992, ERC 1991 per annum) of 54 cents per PY 1 kWh saved. Using measure
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Table 5. PGE-SESCO Cohort Savings in Post-retrofit Years 1 & 2

Treatment Group Control Group
Post-Retrofit Gross Savings Savings Treatment Group
Year (PY) (kWh) (kWh) Net Savings (kWh)

1 3296 163 3,359

2 3508 471 3,037

Change 212 534 1322

Sources: WECC, 1995, 2; Reeves 1996b, 2–4.

lives andex antesavings estimates developed by PP&L, the at an 8% discount rate per annum) of $1.38 per PY 1 kWh
saved. Using measure lives andex antesavings estimatesaverage savings-weighted life of the SESCO treatments is

about 22 years. If the savings are not discounted, the presentdeveloped by PP&L, the average savings-weighted life of
valued cost becomes about 2.45 cents per life-cycle kWh the ECONS treatments is about 25 years. If the savings are
saved (1994 dollars). not discounted, the present valued cost becomes about 5.52

cents per life-cycle kWh saved (1994 dollars).
PP&L-ECONS. PP&L’s payments to ECONS were based
on what evolved in their contract negotiations into a 3-tier

But the PP&L-ECONS contract is not entirely clear on thissystem. Tier 1 is half of theex anteestimated life-cycle
matter. It is possible that it requires PP&L to pay ECONSsavings per measure installed multiplied by 40% of the
an additional amount equal to the effective contract priceutility’s residential avoided cost (7.6 cents per kWh in 1994
(3.04 cents per kWh, as explained later in this paper) timesdollars). Tier 2 is zero and applies to allex postmeasured
50% times theex postmeasured savings, which equals ansavings up to 50% of theex anteestimated savings; the
additional $326,000 (1994 dollars). Such payments wouldESCO receives no additional payment, unlessex postmea-
increase the cost per life-cycle kWh saved by 11%, to 6.13sured savings exceed 50% of theex anteestimated savings.
cents per kWh.Tier 3 is 40% of the utility’s avoided costs for anyex post

measured kWh in excess of 50% of theex anteestimated sav-
ings.

PGE’s recent study of its 1991 regular LIW program reported
a average cost of $1,975 per home treated, with PY 1 savings

ECONS received the Tier 1 payment approximately a month
pegged at 1347 kWh (the average of the 1009 kWh and 1674

after invoicing for each treated home. Tier 3 was to be paid
kWh calculations described under actual savings achieved

to ECONS over the first 5 post-retrofit years, based onex
above). The result is a cost of $1.47 per PY 1 kWh saved.

post measured savings. Because the actual PY 1 savings,
Using the control group consisting of program non-partici-

using any method, are less than half of theex anteestimated
pants only would show a cost of $1.96 per PY 1 kWh saved;savings of 2,499 kWh per home, it appears that PP&L will
using past participants as the control group shows cost ofnot need to make further payments to ECONS, unless the
$1.18 per PY 1 kWh saved [PGE 1994].homes receive additional work. There is no requirement for

ECONS to repay any of its initial payments, if the 50%
realization ratio is not achieved. PP&L’s recent study of its 1990–91 regular LIW program

reported an average cost of $1,634 per home treated, with
Table 6 shows the resulting payment stream to ECONS. PY 1 savings averaging 849 kWh. The result is a cost of
Becauseex postmeasured savings appear to be less than $1.92 per PY 1 kWh saved.
half of the ex anteestimated savings, the actual savings
achieved per home and the prospect for future deterioration

Table 7 shows that both the SESCO and ECONS projectsof savings have become irrelevant. The payment stream to
appear to achieveex postmeasured savings more cost-effec-ECONS ends up based totally onex anteestimated savings.

The result is an overall payment in 1994 dollars (discounted tively than the regular utility LIW programs.
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Table 6. Payments to the ESCOs and Resulting Cost-effectiveness

SESCO ECONS

Initial Payment upon Treatment of Homes 1,449,450 3,085,047
(occurred on average in 1994)

Payment After Measurement of:
PY 1 480,523 0

PY 2 480,523 0

PY 3 1,205,248 0

PY 4 1,205,248 0

PY 5 1,205,248 0

Total Payment 6,026,240 3,085,047
(nominal dollars)

Total Payment 4,894,545 3,085,047
(1994 dollars)a

Homes Treated for Which PY 1 Results Available 3221 2931

Average Annual Savings per Home (based on PY 1 PRISM 2822 760
results)(kWh)

Cost per PY 1 kWh Saved 0.54 1.38
(1994 dollars)a

Savings-Weighted Average Measure Life 22 25
(years)

Cents per Life-cycle kWh Saved 2.45 5.52
(1994 dollars)a

aAnnual discount rate of 8 percent.

PGE’s Restrictions on Housing Types Treated.The PGEREASONS WHY THE RESULTS
program required that SESCO treat only single-familyWERE DIFFERENT houses, not multifamily housing or mobile homes. Bidders
had been required to offer a price for single-family and
multifamily residences, but PGE decided to allow treatment

Comprehensiveness of Treatments of single-family units only.

The apparently greater comprehensiveness of the SESCOThe PP&L program did not limit ECONS to single-family
treatments may have resulted from (1) the type of housing homes or require that it treat multifamily housing or mobile
PGE did not allow SESCO to treat (multifamily and mobile homes. Table 8 shows that, of the homes selected for treat-
homes) and (2) the authentic ‘‘tiered pricing’’ system ment by ECONS, 38% were single-family, 51% were in

multifamily units, and 10% were mobile homes. Conse-adopted by PGE.
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Table 7. Cost-effectiveness of ESCO and Utility Low-income Weatherization Programsa

PGE-SESCO PGE Standard PP&L- ECONS PP&L Standard
Project(1994 $$) Program(1991 $$) Project(1994 $$) Program(1991 $$)

Cost per Home $1,519 $1,975 $1,052 $1,634
Treated

Post-Retrofit Year 1 2822 1347 760 849
(PY 1) Savings per
Home(kWh)

Cost per PY 1 kWh 0.54 1.47 1.38 1.92
Saved

aThis table understates the cost differences between the ESCO and utility projects. The PGE-SESCO and PPL-ECONS columns are
expressed in 1994 dollars. The PGE Standard and PP&L Standard columns are expressed in 1991 dollars. Also, the kWh savings
results may not be comparable, as the utility standard programs were not evaluated with the PRISM methodology used to determine
the savings for the SESCO and ECONS projects.

quently, the homes treated by SESCO were on average larger any additional savings in that home. PGE decided that the
lower price should apply to the first 1200 kWh of annualthan the ECONS-treated units.
savings per treated residence (Tier 1), as PGE believed that
its existing LIW program was achieving that level of savings.Table 4 shows, however, that the ECONS project did not
The higher price would apply to all additional savings persave a great deal more per home in single-family dwellings
treated residence (Tier 2). PGE decided to set the higher,than in multifamily residences or mobile homes. The differ-
Tier 2 price equal to about 90% of its long-run avoided cost.ential in type of housing treated seems to have accounted
PGE asked that each bidder set the Tier 1 price as a principalfor about 10% of the 2062 kWh per home PRISM-measured
component of its bid. SESCO offered the winning Tier 1savings differential between the programs. This may be
price, equal to about 40% of PGE’s avoided cost.because ECONS did not concentrate on duct work and shell

infiltration measures in the single-family homes, as
SESCO did. PGE’s tiered pricing system effectively replicated the his-

toric ‘‘S’’ curve between costs and comprehensiveness
PGE’s Tiered Pricing System.PGE recognized the possi- inherent in most residential weatherization analyses. The
bility that a ‘‘pay for performance’’ ESCO, to be paid a average price paid to SESCO varies from a low of 40% of
flat price per actual kWh saved, might engage in ‘‘cream avoided cost for net annual savings below 1200 kWh/house
skimming,’’ attempting to maximize profits by: to about 75% of avoided cost if annual savings average 4000

kWh/house or more.
1. installing only the least expensive measures in every

residence, such as water heater blankets and attic insula-Figure 2 illustrates how tiered pricing provides financial
tion, while incentive for comprehensive treatment, while helping to

ensure that utility ratepayers benefit from the program. If
2. not installing measures thought to produce somewhatSESCO had installed only the least expensive measures and

more expensive (though still cost-effective) savings, had saved only 1200 kWh per year per house, PGE would
such as floor insulation, comprehensive infiltration seal- have paid SESCO a price equal to only 40% of avoided
ing, and compact fluorescent bulbs. cost. SESCO had to achieve higher levels of savings per

house in order to earn payment for any kWh at 90% of
avoided cost. At the level of the verified PY 1 measurementTo avoid this, PGE implemented a tiered pricing system for

kWh savings on a house-by-house basis. Under the PGE studies and assuming no savings deterioration prior to PY
2 and PY 3 measurements, SESCO will eventually receiveplan, the ESCO is paid a lower price for the first increment

of measured savings in each home and a higher price for payment equal to 69% of PGE’s avoided cost.
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Table 8. Composite Pre-Treatment Characteristics of SESCO and ECONS Treatment Cohorts

SESCO ECONS SESCO % ECONS %

Type Single Family 3,229 1,126 100% 38%

Type Multi Family — 1,502 0% 51%

Type Mobile — 303 0% 10%

Heating System Zoned 1,257 — 39% 0%

Heating System Forced Air 961 — 30% 0%

Heating System Stove 4 — 0% 0%

Heating System Heat Pump 1,007 — 31% 0%

Heating System Not reported — 2,931 0% 100%

Heating Fuel Electric 3,219 2,928 100% 100%

Heating Fuel Gas 8 — 0% 0%

Heating Fuel Other 2 3 0% 0%

Wood Stove? Yes 1,857 — 58% 0%

Wood Stove? No 1,372 — 42% 0%

Wood Stove? Not Reported — 2,931 0% 100%

Water Heat Electric 3,183 2,919 99% 100%

Water Heat Gas 44 11 1% 0%

Water Heat Other 2 1 0% 0%

Duct Insulation No ducts 1,264 — 39% 0%

Duct Insulation 0 166 — 5% 0%

Duct Insulation ,R-11 566 — 18% 0%

Duct Insulation R-11̀ 1,229 — 38% 0%

Duct Insulation Not reported 4 2,931 0% 100%

Under Floor Access Yes 2,798 1,126 87% 38%

Under Floor Access No 431 526 13% 18%

Floor Insulation 0 2,150 1,120 67% 38%

Floor Insulation ,R-21 889 203 28% 7%

Floor Insulation R-21̀ 190 2 6% 0%

Floor Insulation Not Reported — 1,307 0% 45%

Attic Insulation 0 174 500 5% 17%

Attic Insulation ,R-13 474 1,049 15% 36%

Attic Insulation R-13 – R-26 1,660 1,803 51% 62%

Attic Insulation R-26̀ 787 383 24% 13%

Attic Insulation Not reported 134 391 4% 13%

Average Floor Area Square feet 1,834 881
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Figure 2. PGE Tiered Pricing System: Price per kWh/ (3) a price of 40% of PP&L’s avoided cost for all savings
in excess of theex anteestimated savings.House Saved.

Figure 3 shows the incremental payment (in cents per life-
cycle kWh) that each system actually offered to the ESCO.
The initial PP&L-ECONS payment was based onex ante
estimated savings, so the payment to ECONS, expressed in
cents perex postmeasured kWh saved, could in theory have
been infinite (payment for zero savings). To avoid scaling the
Y-axis to infinity, Figure 3 assumes annualex postmeasured
savings of at least 600 kWh per home for ECONS.

Figure 4 translates the incremental payments into the average
price per life-cycle kWh saved under each system. The aver-
age payment per kWh saved to SESCO increases with larger
savings per home treated. For ECONS, the average payment
per kWh saved declines with larger savings per home.

With tiered pricing, the utility ratepayers receive their share Figure 3. Incremental Payment to ESCOs per kWh/House
of the economic benefits first, by paying a very low price Saved.
for the Tier 1 savings. As savings per house increase into
Tier 2, the ESCO is paid a higher price, yet the utility
ratepayer benefit continues to increase, as PGE set the Tier
2 price at less than its avoided cost.

The incrementally higher price for annual kWh savings in
excess of 1200 per home provided a major added incentive
for SESCO to install measures SESCO believed were more
expensive than the average price of the project yet less
expensive than the Tier 2 price. For example, doubling the
average annual savings from 1200 kWh to 2400 kWh per
home will more than triple the payments to the ESCO. Since
each block of kWh savings is incrementally more expensive
to capture, tiered pricing provides a major incentive to the
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ESCO to maximize cost-effective energy savings.

Had the PGE-SESCO program only secured the 760 kWh
per home savings achieved by the PP&L-ECONS project, Figure 4. Average Payment to ESCOs per kWh/House
SESCO would have received only 16% of the payments it Saved.
earned at the 2822 kWh level actually realized. PGE’s tiered
pricing performance payments program provided the incen-
tive to pursue the additional savings.

PP&L’s Tiered Pricing System. The PP&L program’s
tiered pricing program reversed these incentives. In effect,
PP&L paid its performance contractor:

(1) a very high price for the first block of savings, because
the payment was 50% of theex anteestimated savings,
even if theex postmeasured savings turned out to be
small or zero;

(2) a price of zero for the next block ofex postmeasured
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savings (between zero and 50% of theex anteestimated
savings); and
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The pricing system adopted in the PP&L-ECONS contract PGE’s Payment Weighting System.To encourage the
ESCO to work on assuring little or no deterioration, PGEwas contrary to the tiered pricing principles adopted by

the Conservation Panel overseeing the PP&L project. The weighted its payment plan so that the actual results for post-
retrofit years 2 and 3 carry one and a half to twice the valueConservation Panel had stated that the contractor should be

paid nothing for Tier 1 savings and should be paid an amount as the savings in the first post-retrofit year. Table 9 shows the
payment weighting system, which bases SESCO’s paymentsper kWh equal to PP&L’s conservation cost-effectiveness

limit for Tier 2 savings, thereby providing the maximum 22% on post-retrofit year 1 (PY 1), 45% on PY 2 savings,
and 33% on PY 3 savings. Thus, 78% of all payments toincentive for the ESCO to install a comprehensive set of

measures, all of which are cost-effective. The dividing line SESCO are based upon the actual measured savings occur-
ring during PY 2 and PY 3 for each house. Because PGEbetween Tier 1 and Tier 2 was to be determined by the

winning bid, with the bidders competing to offer a larger grouped the houses into annual instead of monthly cohorts
for measurement, the average time between treatment andamount of ‘‘free’’ Tier 1 savings, in kWh per dwelling unit

treated (and differentiating between single-family, multifam- the beginning of measurement is over 6 months. Thus, on
average, PY 2-3 savings are those occurring during post-ily, and mobile homes). The PP&L RFP specifically stated:

‘‘Tier 1 shall be an amount of electric energy savings in retrofit months 18–42.
kWh per housing unit, as designated by the bidder, that will
be supplied without charge.’’ In sum, PGE’s ultimate payments to SESCO depend heavily

upon theex postmeasured savings results during the period
Instead of ranking bids on the basis of the level of Tier 1 18–42 months following installation of measures. This pro-
kWh each offered, PP&L accepted the ECONS bid, which vided SESCO an incentive to install measures in a manner
did not offer tiered pricing at all. Instead of offering a number to minimize savings deterioration. SESCO further seeks
of Tier 1 kWh per housing unit, the ECONS bid stated that later-year savings by again contacting residences where PY
60% of all kWh saved would be priced at zero, while the 1 ex postmeasured savings is less than expected and per-
remaining 40% would be priced at 7.6 cents per kWh (the forming any needed repairs or replacements to the in-
PP&L residential conservation cost-effectiveness limit in stalled measures.
1994 dollars). The mathematical result of this is payment
to ECONS of 3.04 cents per kWh for every kWh saved, PP&L’s Payment Weighting System.Because PP&L paid
with no tiering on the basis of the quantity of kWh saved ECONS upon installation an amount equal to 50% of the
per dwelling unit treated. This eliminated the incentive for ex anteestimated savings for each home treated, and the
comprehensive treatments that tiered pricing was designedPY 1 ex postmeasured results show the homes in aggregate
to provide. to be saving only 35% of the estimate, the weighting of the

PP&L payments was 100% upon installation. The Conserva-
One bidder offered PP&L a ‘‘free’’ Tier 1 of 950 kWh per tion Panel had directed that payments be based onex post
single-family house treated. If PP&L had accepted that bid,
and that ESCO had produced the same results as did ECONS
(1093 kWh per single-family house, using the more generous

Table 9. PGE-SESCO Payment Weighting Schemeregression method of measurement), PP&L would have paid
Rewards Later-Year Savingsfor only 143 kWh per house, or less than $300,000 for the

project. Instead, PP&L is paying ECONS over $3 million.
Resulting

Payment is Based Weighting ofSavings Persistence
on Measurement of Each Year’sEx

Ex PostSavings PostMeasured
Residential weatherization savings deterioration may be due Payment After: for: Savings
to any number of factors, such as:

PY 1 PY 1 22%
(1) reliance upon short-lived, fast deteriorating measures

or upon those quickly removed or ignored, such as PY 2 PY 1` PY 2 45%
showerheads or thermostats;

PY 3 PY 2` PY 3 33%

(2) improper education producing significant but short-
PY 4 PY 2` PY 3lived results; or

PY 5 PY 2` PY 3
(3) insufficient or improper follow-up for measures which

need maintenance.
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measured savings and be made over a period not less than operations with a geographically targeted program in Port-
land, moving into other parts of western Oregon as the5 years. The PP&L-ECONS contract contemplated such pay-

ments (7.5% after each of the first 4 post-retrofit years, with program expanded. Considerable effort was spent unsuccess-
fully searching for low-income customers in Portland. Instal-20% at the end of PY 5), but the initial payment of 50% of

ex anteestimated savings rendered that system essentially lations accelerated dramatically a year into the program, as
contacts improved with community action agencies in cen-irrelevant. An ambiguous term of the contract may require

PP&L to pay ECONS an additional $326,000, assuming tral and southern portions of western Oregon. Program
implementation remained low in Portland throughout thezero savings deterioration through PY 5, but that amounts

to only 11% of the initial payments to ECONS. program (less than 2% of total installations), even though
PP&L’s Portland service area includes the largest identifi-
able concentration of low-income customers in the state.Motivation for Expanding Low-income

Weatherization Efforts
CONCLUSIONS

At first glance, it might appear that essentially simultaneous
decisions by the Oregon utilities to launch similarly sized Given the similarity between the demographics and energy

consumption patterns of the residential customers of the twoDSM programs would be the result of a regulatory mandate
to do so. But the Oregon Public Utility Commission had no utilities, the difference in results between the PGE and PP&L

programs is striking in several respects.direct involvement in the genesis of either initiative.

At noted in the introduction, PGE undertook this program (1) The PGE-SESCO project is saving about 3.7 times as
voluntarily, while PP&L’s efforts were required by a Settle- manyex postmeasured first post-retrofit year kWh per
ment Agreement with public interest groups, including a home treated as the PP&L-ECONS project (2822 kWh
requirement that PP&L implement ‘‘a $5 million LIRC [low- v 760 kWh). If only single-family houses are consid-
income residential conservation] program for housing units ered, then the PGE-SESCO project appears to be saving
located in PP&L’s Mid-Willamette valley, Northeast Port- 2.6 to 3.0 times as much (2282 kWh v. 934—1093
land, and Douglas/Josephine/Jackson county service areas kWh).
. . . on a pay for performance (PFP) basis.’’ The PP&L effort
ran into many difficulties, with PP&L and the Conservation (2) The PGE-SESCO project is achievingex postmeasured
Panel frequently clashing. savings at a cost of about 2.4 cents per life-cycle kWh

saved (1994 dollars). The cost of the PP&L-ECONS
project, comparably expressed, is 5.5 cents per life-Selection of Residences Eligible for
cycle kWh or, if PP&L makes additional payments toTreatment
ECONS under ambiguous terms of the contract, could
be 6.13 cents per life-cycle kWh.The PGE-SESCO contract allowed SESCO to treat a maxi-

mum of 5000 single-family residences from a list of 15,000
(3) The PGE-SESCO project installed a greater varietyresidences in low-income neighborhoods in and around

of measures and substantially more weatherstripping,Salem, Oregon, compiled by PGE. PGE maintains a system
caulking, and other building shell infiltration reductionof small districts, each encompassing a few square blocks
measures, along with more duct measures and compactwithin cities or larger areas outside of cities. PGE rank
fluorescent bulbs.ordered its districts by the number of Low-Income Heating

Assistance Program (LIHEAP) qualified applicants within
(4) A system of tiered pricing (paying a lower price foreach district. PGE then aggregated sufficient districts in its

the first several hundred kWh per home treated and aSouthern Division (in and around Salem) to furnish a list
higher price for higher levels of savings) can induceof somewhat more than 15,000 single-family residences in
ESCOs to install a greater variety and larger quantitieswhat PGE called ‘‘low-income neighborhoods.’’ PGE per-
of measures, providing more comprehensive treat-sonnel then toured the selected districts by car and removed
ments.from the list the houses in areas that did not appear to

be ‘‘low-income,’’ thus producing a list of 15,000 single-
family homes. (5) Basing ultimate payments uponex postmeasured sav-

ings, and truing up any initial payments to theex post
measured results, will result in higher levels ofex postPP&L allowed the contractor to select for treatment any

low-income dwelling unit or house (income 125% or less measured savings. A true ‘‘pay for performance’’ DSM
program produces superior results to a ‘‘pay forof federal poverty guideline) anywhere in PP&L’s western

Oregon service areas. ECONS initially expected to begin deemed savings’’ approach.
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(6) Basing payments onex postmeasured savings achieved Degens, P., and M. Khawaja,UCONS Low-Income Retrofit
Verification Study: July Cohort(November 3, 1995), Barakatafter the first post-retrofit year will encourage ESCOs

to install longer-lived measures and to take steps to & Chamberlin, Inc., BCI 1995a.
avoid savings deterioration.

Degens, P., M. Perussi, and M. Khawaja,UCONS Low-
(7) You get what you pay for. Both ESCOs examined Income Retrofit Verification Study: All Cohorts(May 29,

here responded rationally to the financial incentives 1996), Barakat & Chamberlin, Inc., BCI 1996b.
provided by the utilities.
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PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

ENERGY DIVISION               RESOLUTION E-3703
                                                                SEPTEMBER 7, 2000

R E S O L U T I O N

Resolution E-3703.  Sempra Energy, on behalf of San Diego Gas &
Electric Company (SDG&E), requests authorization to reallocate a
portion of its PY 2000 Low-Income Energy Efficiency funds in
accordance with Commission directives and to utilize unspent 1998
and 1999 funds for increased program activities.   SDG&E's request
is conditionally approved in part.

By Advice Letter 1239-E/1207-G Filed on July 21, 2000.

___________________________________________________________________

SUMMARY

By Advice Letter (AL) 1239-E/1207-G, San Diego Gas & Electric Company
(SDG&E) requests approval to reallocate program funds for carbon monoxide
testing activities performed under its Program Year (PY) 2000 Direct Assistance
Program (DAP) in accordance with Commission directive in Decision (D.) 00-07-
020.  SDG&E also requests authorization to use unspent PY 1998 and 1999 Low
Income Energy Efficiency (LIEE) 1 funds to augment its PY 2000 LIEE authorized
budget for increased program costs related to new studies and reports specified
in Ordering Paragraph 11 of D.00-07-020.  SDG&E further requests approval to
allocate unspent PY 1998 and 1999 funds to augment its LIEE program in PY
2000 and 2001.

This Resolution conditionally approves SDG&E’s request to use $4.01 million in
unspent PY 1998 and 1999 funds to augment its PY 2000 and PY 2001 budget for
an increase in its current LIEE program activities.

                                           
1 SDG&E’s Low-Income Energy Efficiency Program consists of two components: the
Direct Assistance Program and the Energy Education for Low-Income Program.
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The substantial increase in current DAP and Energy Education for Low Income
(EELI) program services authorized in this Resolution is consistent with the
Commission’s efforts to mitigate the impact of increasing energy prices on
SDG&E’s customers.  The additional customers who are able to participate
because of the expansion in current DAP program goals should experience bill
savings and/or a reduction in financial hardship.  The increase in the number of
program participants and the expansion of the education sessions under
SDG&E’s EELI program should help customer participants make informed
energy choices.  

SDG&E is authorized to reallocate $160,000 of its PY 2000 and PY 2001 program
money, formerly intended for carbon monoxide testing, to other DAP program
areas, and to set aside $450,000 of the unspent PY 1998 and 1999 monies for the
studies and reports ordered in D.00-07-020.

Today’s approval is conditioned upon SDG&E’s submittal of t a revised budget
and supporting tables that conform to today’s authorization and correct the
inconsistencies discussed in this Resolution.

As discussed in this Resolution, adding new measures to the DAP program at
this time would be contrary to the standardization project currently before the
Commission.  In that venue, participants are proposing a consistent methodology
to evaluate new measures for their future adoption in the DAP program.
Therefore, we deny SDG&E’s request to implement new DAP program measures
for PY 2000 and PY 20001.

BACKGROUND

In this advice letter, SDG&E requests Commission authorization for the
following:

1. Utilization of unspent PY 1998 and 1999 program monies totaling $4.01
million to augment SDG&E's PY 2000 and 2001 program budgets to
increase DAP and Energy Education for Low Income (EELI) program
services to achieve energy demand reductions and reduce financial
hardships.  The proposed allocation of these funds is $1.93 million to
PY 2000 and $2.08 million to PY 2001.

2. Proposed new measures for the PY 2000 and 2001 DAP and EELI
programs.
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3. Removal of $160,000 in PY 2000 program expenditures for actual and
planned carbon monoxide (CO) testing activities and reallocation of
these monies to provide a portion of the funding for the additional
proposed measures.

 

4. Set-aside of $450,000 of the unspent PY 1998 and 1999 program funds
for studies and reports ordered in D.00-07-020 until such time as
SDG&E has had an opportunity to work with other parties to determine
the cost of these studies and reports.

SDG&E proposes to augment its PY 2000 and PY 2001 DAP and EELI programs
with unspent PY 1998/1999 LIEE monies in order to provide additional services
to help mitigate the financial hardship to its low-income customers resulting
from significant increases in electricity prices and customer bills beginning in
June 2000.  SDG&E notes that its request is consistent with its July 21, 2000 filing
in A.99-09-049, et. al., in response to D.00-07-017, which directed utilities to file
program proposals to achieve reductions in electric demand and usage through
energy efficiency programs (Summer Initiatives).  In that filing, SDG&E is
proposing a number of new residential programs, some are targeted to low-
income and senior customers.  SDG&E urges the Commission to consider
additional measures for low-income customers, and requests expedited review
and approval of the additional LIEE funding and activities it proposes in this
advice letter on the same schedule as its Summer Initiative proposals.

SDG&E proposes that the following measures be increased or added to its LIEE
programs for PY 2000 and 2001:

• Increase the number of units for currently implemented program measures
such as homes weatherized and tenant-owned refrigerator replacements

• Refrigerator replacement incentives paid to landlords of low-income housing
• Room air conditioner replacement  for low-income customers who own their

own air   conditioner
• Room air conditioner replacement incentives paid to landlords of low-income

housing
• Evaporative cooler maintenance and repair
• Expand the EELI program curriculum to incorporate additional information

about the competitive energy market, service options, and other SDG&E
programs that can help them manage their bills
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• Increase the number of customers participating in the PY 2001 EELI program
by 5,000

SDG&E recognizes that many of these efforts fall outside the current low-income
program standardization efforts being undertaken by the utilities, but believes
that they need to be implemented as quickly as possible to address the increased
financial hardship currently facing its limited-income customers in the
deregulated energy market.  SDG&E states its continued commitment to the
standardization efforts; hence, it asks for Commission authorization to diverge
from the standardization efforts on an interim basis until such time as the utility
working group can address these new efforts through the standardization
process.

SDG&E requests the redirection of $160,000 in PY 2000 program expenditures for
actual and planned CO testing activities in response to Ordering Paragraph 5 in
D.00-07-020.  In that decision, the Commission directed SDG&E to file an advice
letter that clarifies whether CO testing activities conducted as part of its low-
income energy efficiency program are being funded in whole or in part with
LIEE funds.  If any such activities are being funded by program funds, SDG&E
was directed to submit with the advice letter a revised PY 2000 budget removing
these costs from program expenditures and a recommended reallocation of those
costs to other program categories subject to Commission approval by resolution.

SDG&E proposes to set-aside $450,000 of unspent PY 1998 and 1999 program
funds in accordance with Ordering Paragraph 11 of D.00-07-020.  This decision
directs the utilities to file advice letters, within 60 days of the effective date of the
decision, requesting budget augmentation sufficient to cover the cost of new
studies and reports specified in the decision.  Pursuant to the decision, the
budget augmentation request is to include a breakout of the costs of each study
or report.

On July 25,2000, Sempra Energy, on behalf of SDG&E, submitted substitute
sheets for tables on A-9 and Attachments C.1 through C.8 included in AL 1239-
E/1207-G.  Sempra Energy indicated that they mailed copies of the corrected
sheets to all parties on the G.O. 96 list and the service list for R.98-07-037 and
A.99-07-002, et al.

The following parties submitted comments in support of AL 1239-E/1207-G:
Low Income Advisory Board, East Los Angeles Community Union; Maravilla
Foundation; the Southern California Forum; Bay Area Poverty Resource Council;
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and Richard Heath and Associates and its subcontractors (the Alliance for
African Assistance; Campesinos Unidos, Inc.; Catholic Charities Refugee &
Immigrant Services; Metropolitan Area Advisory Committee Project; Native
American Council; Refugee Assistance Program; and San Diego American Indian
Heath Center).

NOTICE

Notice of AL 1239-E/1207-G was made by publication in the Commission’s Daily
Calendar.  SDG&E states that a copy of the Advice Letter was mailed and
distributed in accordance with Section III-G of General Order 96-A.

PROTESTS

On August 7, 2000, the Office of Ratepayer Advocates (ORA) filed a protest to
AL 1239-E/1207-G.  ORA protests the portion of SDG&E's Advice Letter filing
that addresses mitigation of increased financial hardship of its low-income and
elderly customers.  ORA contends that SDG&E’s request does not offer
immediate relief to SDG&E’s qualified DAP low-income customers.  ORA
suggests that the excess funds from PY 1998 and 1999 be used instead to provide
immediate bill reductions for low-income and elderly customers.  ORA proposes
that immediate financial relief could be provided through a one-time emergency
bill credit spread out over 3 to 6 months.  ORA asserts that the decrease in the
electric bills from the use of energy efficient appliances is not enough to mitigate
the financial burden that low-income and elderly ratepayers are currently
experiencing.

ORA believes that Public Utilities Code Section 382 gives the Commission
flexibility in implementing programs for qualified low-income customers and
does not preclude the monies from being used for new types of programs for the
low-income customers.2  ORA proposes that the Commission approve its
alternate bill reduction plan or another plan which provides immediate
emergency financial relief to SDG&E’s qualified DAP low-income customers to
mitigate the financial hardship due to the increased energy cost.

                                           
2 ORA cites Public Utilities Code Section 382 which states:  “Programs provided to low-
income electricity customers, including, but not limited to, targeted energy efficiency
services and the California Alternative Rates for Energy Program shall be funded at
not less than...” (emphasis added by ORA)
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ORA protests SDG&E’s proposal to implement new measures because it is
contrary to the standardization of utility LIEE programs ordered by the
Commission.  ORA states that the LIEE Standardization Project was initiated in
January 2000 in response to the December 29, 1999 Assigned Commissioner ‘s
Ruling (ACR), which called for increased consistency in utility LIEE programs.

ORA points out that air conditioner and refrigerator replacement incentives to
landlords does not provide an immediate benefit to low-income customers, and
that the immediate benefit goes to the landlords instead.  ORA concludes that
these new measures proposed by SDG&E are long-run resolutions to
conservation and provide very little or no decrease in current bills, and therefore
do not provide financial relief to the low-income customers.  ORA recommends
that SDG&E’s request to implement new measures be denied.

On August 16, 2000, Sempra, on behalf of SDG&E filed a response to ORA’s
protest.  In its response to ORA’s protest, SDG&E asserts that ORA’s bill credit
proposal would provide only short-term bill relief for SDG&E’s low-income and
elderly customers.  SDG&E estimates that a low- income customer could save
more per year from the installation of energy efficient measures compared to the
one-time bill credit under ORA’s proposal.  SDG&E points out that the benefits
from energy-efficient appliances would be realized for several years and not just
for a few months.

Furthermore, SDG&E contends that ORA’s proposal is not workable in that all of
SDG&E’s low-income customers are not easily identified; hence, determining
who should receive ORA’s proposed credit would necessitate a costly and time
consuming process.  SDG&E alleges that there would also be additional
administrative costs associated with processing ORA’s proposal, which could
reduce the available funds to help the customers.

SDG&E is concerned that ORA’s proposal would entail using LIEE funds for
purposes other than their intent of energy efficiency, and could potentially
overlap with and duplicate other efforts to help customers pay their bills,
without providing on-going long-term benefits.  SDG&E notes that the
Legislature and the Commission have endorsed energy efficiency as an
important measure to assist low-income customers in managing their energy
bills.

With respect to its proposal to provide incentives to landlords of low-income
housing, SDG&E alleges that ORA is incorrect in asserting that such a proposal
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would only provide immediate benefit to landlords and not to low-income
customers.  SDG&E clarified that it plans to limit this program to multi-family
dwellings where the low-income tenants pay their energy bills, such that any
assistance to landlords to install energy saving measures would translate into
savings on the low-income customers’ bills.  SDG&E claims its proposal is
intended to provide an incentive to landlords to replace existing refrigerators
now (before burnout) with an energy-efficient model so that the low-income
tenant can begin to realize the energy savings now instead of later.

In response to ORA’s criticism that SDG&E’s proposal is contrary to the
Commission directives to standardize the utility low-income energy efficiency
programs, SDG&E acknowledges that its proposal deviates from the
standardization efforts being undertaken by the utilities.  Nevertheless, SDG&E
notes that current conditions in San Diego support adoption of its proposal.
SDG&E suggests that the Commission can approve SDG&E’s Advice Letter with
a caveat that it does not reduce the Commission’s flexibility to add or drop LIEE
program measures in the future or set a precedent regarding statewide LIEE
program measures.

DISCUSSION

In its advice letter, SDG&E identified four areas for which it seeks Commission
authorization.  Basically, SDG&E is requesting Commission approval of its
revised budgets for LIEE program for PY 2000 and 2001, which reflect the use of
unspent monies from PY 1998 and 1999 for increased program goals and
proposed new measures, as well as for Commission ordered studies and reports
in D.00-07-020.  SDG&E proposes to allocate $1.93 million of the unspent PY 1998
and 1999 dollars to PY 2000 and $2.08 million to PY 2001.  SDG&E asks for
Commission authorization to diverge from the standardization efforts and to
implement new measures for its DAP and EELI programs for PY 2000 and 2001,
on an interim basis, until these measures can be addressed in the on-going
standardization process.

SDG&E would like to utilize $4.01 million in unspent program funds from 1998
and 1999 for increased program goals and new measures for DAP and EELI for
PY 2000 and PY 2001.  ORA contests the use of the said funds for the purposes
outlined in SDGE’s advice letter.  ORA recommends that a new low-income
program be authorized to use the unspent funds from PY 1998 and 1999.  ORA
proposes that those funds be used to provide immediate bill reductions through
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a bill credit to DAP-eligible ratepayers to help minimize the impact of high
electricity bills.

Although ORA’s recommendation is well intentioned, we agree with SDG&E’s
comments that ORA’s proposal only provides short-term bill relief for SDG&E’s
low-income and elderly customers, could be administratively costly and
burdensome to implement, and would entail using LIEE designated funds for
purposes other than energy efficiency.  Recently, the Commission has adopted
rate relief and bill credit measures in other proceedings to mitigate the increases
in energy costs faced by San Diego customers.3  There are also other efforts
underway to assist SDG&E customers in dealing with high electricity rates.4 In
addition, though ORA’s protest does merit consideration, this Advice Letter
request is not the venue for interested parties to recommend significantly distinct
alternatives that were not proposed by the applicant.  Therefore, we reject ORA’s
protest recommendation at this time.  Our rejection of ORA’s proposal today
does not prejudice the adoption of such a program for PY 2002.

We approve, in principle, SDG&E’s proposal to use a portion of the unspent
monies from PY 1998 and 1999 to augment its PY 2000 and PY 2001 budgets to
increase the level of current DAP and EELI program services. We also approve,
in principle, SDG&E’s request to expand the curriculum of its EELI program.
The expanded curriculum is to cover electric industry deregulation, the changes
in the price of electricity based on supply and demand and how this may effect
the customer.  It is reasonable to adopt the proposed expanded curriculum. We
approve the expanded curriculum for the EELI program, but such education
efforts are to be funded consistent with D.97-08-064 and D.97-03-069 and not by
the low-income program funds.  We urge SDG&E to coordinate with the Electric

                                           
3 In D.00-08-037, issued on August 21, 2000, the Commission adopted a rate stabilization
plan that will ensure that those customers who consume 500 kWh or less will pay no
more than $68 per month through January 2001 and no more than $75 per month
through the end of December 2001.  For low-income customers under the California
Alternate Rate for Energy (CARE) program, this stabilized rate would be reduced
further by the CARE discount.  In Resolution E-3699, issued on August 3, 2000, the
Commission adopted a new methodology for calculating the CARE discount to ensure
that low-income participants receive a full 15% discount on their electric bill.

4 For example, SDG&E has established the Summer Utility Relief Fund to provide bill
paying assistance to customers in need.  On August 23, 2000, President Clinton released
$2.6 million in emergency funds to help low-income Southern Californians cope with
the surge in electricity bill.
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Education Trust Advisory Committee (EETAC) to seek funding to provide low-
income customers with this type of information.  Alternatively, SDG&E could
fund such education efforts with shareholder funds.

In D.99-03-056, dated March 18, 1999, the Commission continues the programs
and funding for 1999 low-income assistance activities through December 31,
2001, unless subsequent program and budget changes are adopted by the
Commission.  The Assigned Commissioner, in his March 26, 1999, Ruling,
indicated that only high priority modifications would be made to the programs
in PY 2000 and PY 2001.  In D.00-07-020, dated July 6, 2000, the Commission
declined to implement any new program measures for PY 2000.  We note that in
Rulemaking (R.) 98-07-037, a draft decision on “Low-Income Assistance Program
Policies for PY 2001 and the Standardization Project (Phase I)” was mailed on
August 4, 2000 and is scheduled for Commission consideration on September 7,
2000.

We do not find it reasonable to approve the new measures SDG&E proposes for
its DAP program for PY 2000 and PY 2001.  We agree with ORA that these
measures appear to be contrary to the standardization project currently before
the Commission.  In that venue, participants are proposing a methodology to
evaluate new measures for their future adoption in the DAP program.
In addition, there are extensive administrative costs associated with the
implementation of new measures such as for developing installation standards,
changes to the policy and procedures manuals, and training the installation
contractors.  We find it unreasonable to incur substantial administrative costs to
implement SDG&E’s proposed new measures only for an interim period.  In
addition, in Resolution E-3586, dated January 20, 1999, the Commission indicated
that the LIEE program should not be subsidizing landlords with high cost
measures such as with the replacement of refrigerators, evaporative coolers, and
furnaces.  Furthermore, approving these new measures for PY 2000 and PY 2001
may prejudge the outcome of the standardization project currently underway in
in R.98-07-037 for PY 2002.

We emphasize that we do not approve SDG&E’s proposed new measures (i.e.,
evaporative cooler maintenance and repair, room air conditioner replacement
program, room air conditioner and refrigerator replacement incentive program
for landlords) for PY 2000 and PY 2001. Our rejection of SDG&E’s proposed new
DAP measures for PY 2000 and PY 2001 in this resolution, however, does not
prejudice the adoption of these program measures for PY 2002.  At this time,
nothing precludes SDG&E from proposing new measures for PY 2002.
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We note that SDG&E made a proposal to add similar measures to address their
low-income customers in its Summer Initiative filing submitted on July 21, 2000.
For example, SDG&E proposed to implement a refrigerator and air conditioner
replacement program targeted to low-income customers and landlords of low-
income housing.  In their August 21, 2000, Ruling on the Summer Initiatives, the
Assigned Commissioners and Administrative Law Judge selected a more generic
program approach designed to address multi-family residential sector, over the
specific measures and approaches proposed by SDG&E.  Our decision in this
resolution is consistent with that direction.

We authorize SDG&E to remove $160,000 in PY 2000 program expenditures for
actual and planned CO testing activities and to reallocate these monies towards
the 1,000 additional homes it plans to weatherize in PY 2000.  We authorize
SDG&E to do the same for PY 2001.  We further authorize SDG&E to set aside
$450,000 of the unspent PY 1998 and 1999 program funds for studies and reports
ordered in D.00-07-020 until such time as SDG&E has had an opportunity to
work with other parties to determine the cost of these studies and reports.

Our approval, in part, of SDG&E’s advice letter as discussed above, is
conditioned upon SDG&E’s resubmission of the proposed budgets and
supporting attachments to its advice letter for PY 2000 and PY 2001.  SDG&E
should reallocate the portion of the $4.01 million unspent PY 1998 and 1999
monies that it originally intended for new DAP program measures and
expanded EELI curriculum to augment current program activities.  Using
unspent PY 1998 and 1999 funds for the purposes set forth in this resolution is
consistent with the Commission’s original intent for the use of these funds.

Prior to implementing the aspects of the advice letter that we approve herein,
SDG&E must file, and Energy Division must review and find compliant with this
Resolution, a supplemental advice letter to validate and correct certain data
SDG&E has presented.   We note that the Energy Division has substantial
questions regarding the validity and accuracy of certain numbers provided on
pages A-6, A-7, and Attachments B.1 to B.8 of AL 1239-E/1207-G.  In particular,
the Energy Division noted the following discrepancies:
• The amounts shown as authorized budget for PY 2000 and PY 2001 on pages

A-7 and A-9 of the advice letter do not reconcile with the amounts shown in
Attachment 4 to D.00-07-020, which is the budget currently approved by the
Commission for PY 2000 and PY 2001.
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• The original program goals shown on pages A-6 and A-8 of the advice letter
for in-home energy education, energy-efficient porch light fixtures, furnace
inspection/repair, and furnace replacement are not consistent with the
numbers that are used in Attachments B.4 and C.4.  Consequently, the budget
for these program areas shown on pages A-7 and A-9 is erroneous.

• The increased amount shown on pages A-7 and A-9 for tenant-owned
refrigerator replacement is calculated based on the same unit costs as those
for landlords and therefore does not reflect the full cost of the measure.

• Although the amount for furnace replacement/repairs shown on page A-7 is
reduced by $160,000 to remove the dollars attributable to CO testing, this
same amount does not appear to have been reallocated to the other program
areas.  The proposed increase in budget shown on page A-7 of $1,824,884 plus
the $104,500 additional cost for the EELI shown on page A-12 only sum up to
around $1.93 million, which corresponds to the unspent funds from PY 1998
and 1999 that SDG&E wishes to allocate to PY 2000.  The same is true for the
costs presented on A-9.  Energy Division contends that an additional $160,000
should have been reflected in the proposed budget to account for the
reallocated CO testing dollars.

In addition, the unit costs (e.g., $16.71) for each compact fluorescent lamp and
the unit costs for Administrative Costs for each program area shown in
Attachments B.4, B.5, C.4 and C.5 are questionable.  We also doubt the ability of
SDG&E to carry out the additional program goals shown on pages A-6 and A-8.
A review of SDG&E’s monthly CARE and DAP expenditure reports submitted to
the Energy Division, indicates that SDG&E appears to be already behind in
implementing its original DAP program commitment for PY 2000.  It is unclear
whether SDG&E would be able to meet its proposed additional program goals
(e.g., additional 1,000 homes for weatherization) within the few months
remaining this year.  A reassessment of the increased program goals shown on
page A-6 should be made and a resetting of these goals might be in order to
reflect what could be realistically accomplished given the time frame involved.

SDG&E should provide interest on the unspent PY 1998 and 1999 funds since
SDG&E has had use of this money during this entire time period.  This interest
amount should be added to the available program funds.  In its comments on the
draft resolution, SDG&E agreed to calculate and add the interest to the total of
the unspent PY 1998 and 1999 funds.  We require SDG&E to determine the
amount of interest due based on the applicable commercial paper rate in effect
for the period.  Interest on the unspent 1998 program funds shall be calculated on
a month to month basis beginning in the first month of 1998 when program
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funds were collected but not used to fund 1998 programs, until the unspent 1998
funds are fully expended.  Similarly, interest on the unspent 1999 program funds
shall be calculated on a month to month basis beginning in the first month of
1999 when program funds were collected but not used to fund 1999 programs,
until the unspent 1999 funds are fully expended.  SDG&E shall include the
interest calculations and include the interest as an increase to the unspent PY
1998 and 1999 program funds in its resubmission.  PY 2000 program funds shall
be fully expended before any of the unspent PY 1998 and 1999 monies can be
used in PY 2000.  PY 2001 program funds shall be fully expended before any of
the unspent PY 1998, 1999, and 2000 monies can be used in PY 2001.

The Energy Division has requested that SDG&E identify and correct the
discrepancies in the numbers provided in its advice letter and to resolve the
issues identified above.  SDG&E should develop revised budgets and supporting
attachments for PY 2000 and PY 2001.  We shall require SDG&E to submit these
revisions in a supplemental advice letter within two weeks of the effective date
of this resolution.

As to SDG&E’s request to set aside $450,000 of the unspent PY 1999 LIEE
program funds for Commission ordered studies and reports, we believe that
SDG&E is out of compliance with D.00-07-020, Ordering Paragraph 11.  In
Ordering Paragraph 11, the Commission directs utilities to file advice letters
within 60 days of the effective date of D.00-07-020, requesting a budget
augmentation sufficient to cover the costs of the new studies and reports
specified in the decision.  Pursuant to the decision, the budget augmentation
request is to include a breakdown of the costs of each report and study.  SDG&E
identified the following studies and reports required by the decision: (1) SDG&E
report outlining its outsourced training costs; (2) public workshop on utility
training costs; (3) initial and on-going reports on the access of their low-income
program participants to programs provided by community based organizations;
(4) pay-for-measured savings pilot design public workshops; (5) utility reports
on contractor and subcontractor compliance with California State Licensing
Board requirements; (6) public workshops and report on standardized bill
savings calculations and expenditures; and, (7) report on alternatives to per
home inspection proposals.  SDG&E did not provide a breakdown of the
estimated costs for each of these studies or reports.

SDG&E stated that it is unable to provide a specific breakdown of the cost of
these studies and reports at this time and will need to work jointly with
interested parties to determine the costs of many of the activities resulting from
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D.00-07-020.  However, SDG&E proposes to set aside $450,000 of the unspent PY
1998 and 1999 program funds in PY 2000 for these studies until such time that it
can provide a detailed cost estimate and to file an advice letter to detail the costs
by no later than September 5, 2000.  In this subsequent advice letter, SDG&E
proposes to reallocate any remaining balance from the set aside to the PY 2001
program budget or request a further budget augmentation if necessary.

We expect SDG&E to fully comply with D.00-07-020, Ordering Paragraph 11, and
provide the Commission with a detailed cost estimate for Commission ordered
studies and reports in an advice letter as ordered in that decision.  On September
5, 2000, Sempra Energy on behalf of SDG&E filed Advice Letter 1252-E/1215-G
requesting budget augmentation for the new studies and reports that were
ordered by D.00-07-020 and Resolution E-3646.

A draft of this resolution was issued for comments on August 25, 2000 as
described below.  In addition to the revisions made pursuant to the comments, as
described below, the following revisions were made to the draft resolution to
clarify and correct inconsistencies with D.99-03-056 and D.00-07-02:

(1) Denies SDG&E’s proposed new DAP program measures for PY 2001 and
conditionally approves the increase in the level of current programs for PY
2001.

(2) Requires SDG&E to reallocate the money intended for the new DAP program
measures to other existing program areas for PY 2000 and PY 2001 in its
budget resubmission.

The draft resolution was also revised to clarify and correct typographical errors.

COMMENTS

Public necessity requires that the 30-day comment period of Public Utilities Code
section 311(g) be reduced in order to secure the benefits of the proposals
contained AL 1239-E/1207-G.  We have balanced the public interest in avoiding
the possible harm to public welfare flowing from the delay in considering this
resolution against the public interest in having the full 30-day period for review
and comment as required by Rule 77.7(f)(9).  We conclude that the former
outweighs the latter.  We conclude that failure to adopt a decision before the
expiration of the 30-day review and comment period would cause significant
harm to the public welfare.  Accordingly, we reduce the comment period for this
resolution.
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Sempra Energy on behalf of SDG&E filed comments on August 31, 2000.  SDG&E
states that it agrees with much of what was decided in the draft resolution, but
comments on three areas of disagreements.  First, SDG&E urges the Commission
to reconsider its rejection of SDG&E’s request to implement new DAP measures.
SDG&E reiterates its view that the Commission should allow it to deviate
temporarily from the standardization efforts and implement these new measures
to provide additional bill savings assistance to its low income customers.
SDG&E contends that the concern expressed in the draft resolution about
potential increase in program administrative costs is without merit.  SDG&E
notes that any additional administrative costs SDG&E might incur in
implementing these new measures pale in comparison with those it is already
incurring to pursue other studies and pilot projects mandated in D.00-07-020 and
the recently-approved Summer Initiative programs.  We are not persuaded by
SDG&E’s arguments and decline to adopt SDG&E’s proposed new measures as
discussed above.

Second, SDG&E advises against using the Electric Education Trust (EET) funds
in lieu of LIEE funds for the expanded EELI curriculum as the draft resolution
recommends.  SDG&E contends that its proposed revised EELI curriculum has a
very narrow focus and is designed to help customers better understand the
recent price spikes and propose steps to help reduce their demand and energy
bills.  SDG&E further suspects that any EET funds have already been earmarked
for certain programs and contracts awarded to Community Based Organizations
(CBOs) to carry out these programs.  SDG&E asks for further guidance should
the Commission decides to fund the expanded EELI curriculum by EET funds.
We remain convinced that funds for this particular activity should not come
from the LIEE program.  We therefore clarify that our approval of SDG&E’s
proposed expanded EELI curriculum is contingent upon SDG&E procuring
funding for the said activity from sources other than the low-income assistance
funds.

Third, SDG&E contends that its advice letter is not contrary to Ordering
Paragraph 11 of D.00-07-020 as discussed in the draft resolution.  SDG&E notes
that it clearly stated in its advice letter its intent to file a subsequent advice letter
by September 5, 2000 to provide the specific breakdown of the funds as ordered
in D.00-07-020.  SDG&E requests that the last paragraph under Discussion,
Finding 20, and Ordering Paragraph 6 of the draft resolution as mailed on
August 21, 2000, be deleted in the final order.  We agree with SDG&E and
modified the resolution accordingly.
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FINDINGS

1. Sempra Energy, on behalf of SDG&E, filed Advice Letter (AL) 1239-E/1207-G
on July 21, 2000.  On July 25, Sempra Energy, on behalf of SDG&E, submitted
substitute sheets for A.9 and Attachments C.1 through C.8 in the above
advice letter.

2. By AL 1239-E/1207-G, SDG&E requests approval to reallocate a portion of its
PY 2000 Low-Income Energy Efficiency funds in accordance with
Commission directives, and to use unspent 1998 and 1999 funds for increased
program activities and new program measures for PY 2000 and 2001.

3. SDG&E requests removal of $160,000 in PY 2000 program expenditures for
actual and planned CO testing activities in response to Ordering Paragraph 5
in D.00-07-020.

4. SDG&E proposes to set-aside $450,000 of unspent PY 1998 and 1999 program
funds in accordance with Ordering Paragraph 11 of D.00-07-020, which
directed utilities to file advice letters requesting budget augmentation
sufficient to cover the cost of new studies and reports specified in the
Decision.

5. The following parties submitted comments in support of AL 1239-E/1207-G:
Low Income Advisory Board, East Los Angeles Community Union;
Maravilla Foundation; the Southern California Forum; Bay Area Poverty
Resource Council; and Richard Heath and Associates and its subcontractors
(the Alliance for African Assistance; Campesinos Unidos, Inc.; Catholic
Charities Refugee & Immigrant Services; Metropolitan Area Advisory
Committee Project; Native American Council; Refugee Assistance Program;
and San Diego American Indian Heath Center).

6. On August 7, 2000, the Office of Ratepayer Advocates (ORA) filed a protest
to AL 1239-E/1207-G.  ORA contends that SDG&E’s request does not offer
immediate financial relief to qualified DAP low-income customers and that
the proposed new measures are contrary to the Commission’s
standardization efforts.  ORA recommends that the unspent program funds
for 1998 and 1999 be used instead to provide immediate bill reductions for
low-income and elderly customers.

7. In its response to ORA’s protest, SDG&E argued that ORA’s bill reduction
proposal provides only short-term bill relief for SDG&E’s low-income and
elderly customers, would necessitate a costly and time consuming process,
and would entail using LIEE funds for purposes other than their intent of
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energy-efficiency.

8. ORA’s bill reduction proposal in its protest is denied at this timeand all other
aspects of ORA’s protests are resolved as described in the discussion section
of this resolution.  Our rejection of ORA’s proposal today does not prejudice
the adoption of such a program for PY 2002.

9. SDG&E’s request to use a portion of the unspent monies from PY 1998 and
1999 to augment its PY 2000 and PY 2001 budget for an increase in current
LIEE program activities is consistent with the Commission’s efforts to
mitigate impact of increasing energy prices on San Diego ratepayers.

10. SDG&E’s request to implement new DAP program measures for PY 2000 and
PY 2001 should be evaluated in conjunction with the standardization project
currently before the Commission in R.98-07-037.  At this time, nothing
precludes SDG&E from proposing new measures for PY 2002.

11. It is reasonable to authorize SDG&E to reallocate the $160,000 for CO testing
to fund the weatherization of additional homes in PY 2000 and PY 2001, and
to set aside $450,000 of unspent PY 1998 and 1999 funds for studies and
reports ordered in D.00-07-020.

12. There are discrepancies with the budgets and supporting attachments to AL
1239-E/1207-G and the validity of certain numbers pertaining to unit costs
and program goals is questionable.

13. Since SDG&E has had use of the unspent PY 1998 and 1999 funds during this
entire time period, it is reasonable to require SDG&E to provide interest on
these monies and to add this interest payment to the available program
funds.

14. SDG&E should continue working with the Energy Division in developing
revised budgets and supporting attachments for PY 2000 and PY 2001.

15. In D.00-07-020, the Commission directed the energy utilities to file advice
letters, within 60 days of the effective date of D.00-07-020, requesting a
budget augmentation sufficient to cover the costs of the new studies and
reports specified in the decision.  Pursuant to the decision, the budget
augmentation request is to include a breakout of the costs of each report and
study.

16. SDG&E did not provide a breakdown of the costs of the new studies and
reports that have been recently ordered by the Commission, and said that it
could not do so at this time.  SDG&E is expected to fully comply with D.00-
07-020, Ordering Paragraph 11, and provide the Commission with a detailed
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cost estimate for Commission ordered studies and reports in an advice letter
as ordered in that decision.

17. On September 5, 2000, Sempra Energy on behalf of SDG&E filed Advice
Letter 1252-E/1215-G requesting budget augmentation for the new studies
and reports that were ordered by D.00-07-020 and Resolution E-3646.

18. We have balanced the public interest in avoiding the possible harm to public
welfare flowing from the delay in considering this resolution against the
public interest in having the full 30-day period for review and comment as
required by Rule 77.7(f)(9).  We conclude that the former outweighs the
latter.  We conclude that failure to adopt a decision before the expiration of
the 30-day review and comment period would cause significant harm to the
public welfare.

THEREFORE IT IS ORDERED THAT:

1. San Diego Gas & Electric Company’s (SDG&E) request to use $4.01 million of
unspent program year (PY) 1998 and PY 1999 monies to implement changes
in its Low Income Energy Efficiency (LIEE) program activities and budget for
PY 2000 and PY 2001 is approved, subject to the conditions discussed in this
order. .

2. SDG&E’s request with respect to the following changes in its LIEE program
activities and budget for PY 2000 is approved, in principle, and is
conditioned upon SDG&E’s submission of a supplemental advice letter that
is compliant with this order.  San Diego Gas & Electric is authorized to:

a. Use a portion of the unspent monies from PY 1998 and 1999 to augment
PY 2000 and PY 2001 budget to increase the levels of current DAP
program services.  SDG&E shall first apply all PY 2000 funds for this
purpose, before applying any unspent PY 1998 or 1999 program funds.
SDG&E shall first apply all PY 2001 funds for this purpose, before
applying any unspent PY 1998, 1999, or 2000 program funds.

b. Implement the expanded EELI program curriculum in PY 2000 and PY
2001, and provide energy education to additional 5,000 customers  in PY
2001.  Funding for the expanded curriculum shall not come out of the PY
2000 and PY 2001 LIEE funds.  Expansion of the program curriculum is
contingent upon SDG&E procuring alternative funding.

c. Remove $160,000 of the PY 2000 program expenditures for carbon
monoxide testing activities and reallocate these monies towards the
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weatherization of additional homes in PY 2000.

d. Remove $160,000 of the PY 2001 program expenditures for carbon
monoxide testing activities and reallocate these monies towards the
weatherization of additional homes in PY 2001.

e. Set aside $450,000 of the unspent PY 1998 and 1999 program funds for the
studies and reports ordered in D.00-07-020 until such time as SDG&E has
had an opportunity to work with other parties to determine the cost of
these studies and reports.

Our approval of the increase in current LIEE program activities for PY 2000
and PY 2001 does not prejudice our authorization of LIEE program levels
and budget for PY 2002.

3. SDG&E’s request to implement new DAP measures for PY 2000 and PY 2001
is denied.  At this time, nothing precludes SDG&E from proposing new
measures for PY 2002.

4. SDG&E shall work with the Energy Division in developing a revised budget
and supporting attachments for PY 2000 and PY 2001, and shall file a
supplemental advice letter with the revised budget and attachments by
September 21, 2000.  This supplemental advice letter shall become effective
after the Energy Division determines that it is compliant with this order.

5. SDG&E shall add interest to the unspent PY 1998 and 1999 program funds
calculated using the three-month commercial paper rate in effect for the
period.

a. Interest on the unspent 1998 program funds shall be calculated on a
month to month basis beginning in the first month of 1998 when 1998
program funds were collected, but not used to fund 1998 programs,
until the unspent 1998 funds are fully expended.

b. Interest on the unspent 1999 program funds shall be calculated on a
month to month basis beginning in the first moth of 1999 when
program funds were collected but not used to fund 1999 programs,
until the unspent 1999 funds are fully expended.

SDG&E shall include the interest calculations and include the interest as an
increase to the unspent PY 1998 and 1999 program funds in its supplemental
advice letter as indicated in Ordering Paragraph 2 above.

6. ORA’s protest is resolved as described herein.
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This Resolution is effective today.

I certify that the foregoing resolution was duly introduced, passed and adopted
at a conference of the Public Utilities Commission of the State of California held
on September 7, 2000; the following Commissioners voting favorably thereon:

 _______________________
 WESLEY M. FRANKLIN
        Executive Director

LORETTA M. LYNCH
President

HENRY M. DUQUE
JOSIAH L. NEEPER
RICHARD A. BILAS
CARL W. WOOD
     Commissioners
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